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Abstract
The aim of the research, is to examine the relationship between adolescents' five-factor personality features by use of Social Media. As for sample, there are 548 girl and 441 boy students and they are between the ages of 11-18. Adolescents’ data participating in the study, are determined by Big Five Factor personality traits Scale. Prepared data on the use of social media called "Personal Information Form" has been obtained by researcher. In the analysis of data, understanding of social media use times whether it differs according to big five personality traits, According to the social media using time, there was no significant difference between the agreeableness and openness subscales. On the other hand, there is a significant differences between conscientiousness, extraversion and neuroticism. In association with five personality traits of social media purpose, it was found that there are significant differences with different personality traits for each purpose.
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INTRODUCTION
With the advances in technology, significant changes and transformations were observed in the lifestyles of individuals and the structures of societies. In the age of information that requires learning more and accessing to accurate information, the technology offers new technological tools for learning media, as well as providing the individuals with the opportunity of sharing the real and digital life in different learning and sharing environments. The leading one among these environments is the social networks. Online social network, which is one of the means of social network, is the web-based services providing the individual with the chance of communicating and also the chance of sharing files, photos or information, besides allowing them to construct their own profiles (Boyd and Ellison, 2007).

The style of using the social media differs among the individuals. The expectations of individuals from the social media tools are different, as well as different sorts of use result in different gratifications. The interpersonal differences may sometimes be related with the deprivation that the individual is actually experiencing at that moment. When the deprivation disappears, then the other deprivations, which the personal priorities have identified before, may come into play. Social media is, for some people, the environment, where they avoid from
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socializing, stay alone with themselves, and become the observer, while it arises as a result of the desire of socialization and being appreciated and followed. But, however, this generally doesn’t remain constant, and healthy individuals may exhibit the indications of socialization sometimes and those of avoidance some other times (Hazar, 2011).

Burger (2006) defined the personality as the consistent behavior patterns and internal events arising from the person. While the consistent behavior pattern indicates the exhibition of always same or similar behaviors for the same situations, the intrapersonal processes represent all of our internal emotional, cognitive and motivational processes affecting how we behave and feel. Çüceloğlu (2011) defined the personality as the styles of structured relationships, which the persons establish with their internal and external environments and which are considered by the others as distinguishing and consistent. According to Tutar (2013), the personality is the whole of distinguishing behaviors that are specific to the person. There is no general definition of personality that has gained a general acceptance.

The Five-Factor Model, which is one of the models determining and identifying the fundamental traits of personality, is used as an alternative approach in assessing the personality. The basis for the 5-Factor approach consists of the view that various personality traits that are perceived reflect on the discourses of various cultures in their daily lives, and that the personal difference will be coded with different words in language (Somer, 1998).

Five-Factor Model is widely accepted as a useful classification of personality traits. These factors are neuroticism, openness to development/experience, tendermindedness (adaptability), extroversion, and self-control (McCrae and Costa, 2006). The individuals having high level of extroversion tendency are social, talkative, assertive, and active, while those having low level of extroversion tendency are shy and cautious. On the other hand, the individuals with high level of tendermindedness tendency are calm, submissive, generous, cooperative, and modest, while those having low level of tendermindedness tendency are angry, cruel, and sceptic. Individuals having high level of openness to experience are intellectual, creative, sensible, and open-minded, while those having low level of openness to experience are realist, insensible, and traditionalist. The individuals having high self-control level are conscientious/careful, perfect, responsible, and rigorous, while those having low level of self-control are anxious, depressive, angry, irregular, and untidy. The individuals having high level of neuroticism tendency are anxious, depressive, angry and distrustful, while those having low level of neuroticism tendency are calm, self-esteem, and emotionally balanced (Roccas, Sagiv, Schwartz and Knafo, 2002).

The social networks websites that are seen as new tools for personality and identity formation provide the individuals with chance to express themselves (Mehdizadeh, 2010). The social networks allowing the persons to freely define and express themselves are used by the users for various purposes. These purposes vary between the individuals, as well as the duration of use and the network websites being used also vary.

Social networking websites are a very popular way of online communication among the adolescents (Subrahmanyam, Reich, Waechter and Espinoza, 2008). The internet and social networking sites, which offered large opportunities in terms of use and access to the information in recent years, come to the forefront as a tool for wide socialization, and this offers new dimensions for the interpersonal interaction methods, as well as the cultural lives (Subrahmanyam and Greenfield, 2008; Özmen, Aküzüm, Sünkür and Baysal, 2011).

In different studies carried out on the social network use of adolescents, the rate of social network use was found to be 55% by Lenhart and Madden, (2007), 78% by Subrahmanyam et al. (2008) and Pempek, Yermolayeva and Calvert, (2009), 90.5% by Kim and Davis, (2009), 73% by Lenhart, Purcell, Smith and Zickuhr, (2010), 66% by Bayhan (2011), and 89% by Alican and Saban (2013). More recent studies carried out by Akyazi and Tutgun Ünal, (2013), Hazar, (2011), Tutgun Ünal and Koroğlu, (2013), and Otrar and Argin (2014) reported that this rate approached to 90%.

Subrahmanyam et al. (2008) have reported that 25% of the users visit social network sites for several times a day. Moreover, in the same study, it was reported that, of the participants, 36%
spent half an hour of less on social network sites, 18% spend an hour, and 10% spent more than 2 or 3 hours a day. It has also been reported that 68.9% of participants spent less than 1 hour a day (Kim and Davis, 2009).

Individuals use social networks for various purposes. Although the intended purpose of the users vary between the sites, these purposes can be exemplified with communicating with family and friends (Boyd and Ellison, 2007), access to the information (Park and Kim, 2013), entertainment (Lin, Hoffman and Borengasser, 2013), access to friends, sharing the private life, and introducing oneself to unknown persons (Yıldırım and Özmen, 2011), maintaining the communication with friends, spending time, downloading files, and search for knowledge (Kim and Davis, 2009), revealing and realizing the identity (Livingstone, 2008), keeping in touch with friends, meeting with new people, sharing information, exploring one's own identity, receiving knowledge (Davies and Cranston, 2008), social interaction, communication, education, knowing, being recognized (Tanrıverdi and Sağır, 2014), commenting, written, visual and musical information (Balaman and Karataş, 2012), and chatting with friends, following the posts on favorite sites, following friends, and sharing the knowledge (Akca Baştürk, 2014).

Nowadays, the communication between the young individuals is mainly mediated by the social network sites, and these social network sites draw gradually increasing attention of young population (Ahn, 2011). The rate of the use of social network sites by the adolescents were reported to be 55% for MySpace/Facebook (Lenhart and Madden, 2007), 66% for Facebook (Bayhan, 2011), 89% for Facebook, 57% for YouTube and Instagram, 45% for Twitter (Youth and Social Media Research, 2013), 71.8% for Facebook, 13.3% for Twitter, and 11.3% for YouTube (Otrar and Argın, 2014).

Given the studies on social networks and personality traits, the positive correlation was reported between the use of social media and extroversion and openness for improvement, while negative correlation was reported between the social networks and neuroticism (Correa, Hinsley and Züniga, 2010). It was revealed that the users of Facebook had higher levels of the personality traits “extroversion” and “neuroticism”, while the Twitter users were open to experience more than Facebook users were (Hughes, Rowe, Batey and Lee, 2012). It was found that the individuals having higher scores in “extroversion” personality trait spent more time in Facebook (Glass, Prichard, Lafortune and Schwab, 2013). Positive relationships were observed between the information used for defining profile and the extroversion and between the photos shared/added and the scores in extroversion (Gosling, Augustine, Vazire, Holtzman and Gaddis, 2011). The extroversion individuals were observed to tend to use Facebook more than introversion individuals did (Ryan and Xenos, 2011). The extroversion was found to be in positive relationship with having more friends, commenting, posting photos of oneself, and using the status updates, while it has negative relationship with playing game (Wang, Jackson, Zhang and Su, 2012). It was determined that the Twitter users having attracting user profile had more extroversive and emotionally balanced personality (Quercia, Kosinski, Stillwell and Crowcroft, 2011) when compared to other users.

Increasing use of the social media, gradually increasing number of users, and its transformation into almost irreplaceable component of daily life indicate that social media is a subject that needs to be investigated. Proliferation of use of social media among the secondary school and high school students necessitates the studies on this population segment. Moreover, the studies on personality traits and use of social media indicated the relationship between these parameters. For this reason, in this study, it was aimed to investigate the relationship between students’ use of social media and their personality traits.

In this study, effects of the use of social media on the personality traits were examined on the adolescent sample. In present paper, the time, which the adolescents spent on social media, and if the variables such as their purpose of using social networks affected the social media accounts, which they used, varied by the personality traits of adolescents are examined.
METHOD

Research Model

In order to determine the relationship between the adolescents' use of social networks and their Five-Factor Inventory personality traits, the comparison-type, relational screening model descriptive research was employed. The independent variables of present study are mean time spent on social media, purposes of using social media, and social media accounts, while the dependent variables are tendemindedness, self-control, neuroticism, extroversion, and openness for improvement.

Sample

The sample of present study was established via stratified sampling method. The stratified sampling method allows the presentation of sub-groups in harmony with their portions in the universe (Büyüköztürk, Çakmak, Akgün, Demirel and Karadeniz, 2008). Using the stratified sampling method, the schools were chosen based on three different socioeconomic segments (low, medium, and high). After selecting the schools, the classes and students to be employed were determined using random sampling method. Of the students participating into the sample, 55.4% (548) were girls and 44.6% (441) were boys. 20.2% (200) of the students were in 11-13 age group, 35.9% (355) in 14-15 age group, and 43.9% (434) in 16-18 age group.

The highest level of time spent on social networks was found to be 1-3 hours by 39.9% (395), less than 1 hour with by 30.6% (303), 3-5 hours by 17.8% (176), more than 7 hours by 6.2% (61), and 5-7 hours by 5.5% (54).

Given the adolescents’ purposes of using social networks, the most frequent purpose was found to be communicating with friends by 63.3% (626), followed by getting information by 62.9% (622), recreational purposes by 60.1% (594), online chatting by 51.5% (509), and sharing photos by 39.4% (390). These are followed by playing games by 33.8% (334), checking with friends by 31.3% (310), commenting by 19.9% (197), having new friends by 18.3% (181), sharing videos by 15.9% (157), and sharing news by 15.3% (151).

Adolescents uses most frequently Facebook by 76.5% (757), followed by WhatsApp by 73.0% (722), Instagram by 59.2% (585), Google+ by 58.0% (574), and YouTube by 57.9% (573). These are followed by Twitter with the portion of 34.6% (342), Skype with the portion of 31.6% (313), Vine with the portion of 21.4% (212), Tumblr with the portion of 16.2% (160), Foursquare with the portion of 9.1% (90), BlogSpot with the portion of 4.6% (45), and Pinterest with the portion of 3.5% (35).

Data Collection Tools

Five-Factor Inventory Scale: (The Five-Factor Inventory, BFI): The Five-Factor Inventory was developed by John, Donahue and Kentle (1991), and is a short tool measuring the prototypic elements of five factors. Despite the fact that it has 6 sub-scales including 10-18 items in each, it involves the items that well represent both of the good psychometric characteristics and the sub-scales (John and Srivastava, 1999). The 5-Point Likert-type scale has 8 items in “Extroversion” subscale, 9 items in “Tendermindedness/Adaptability” subscale, 9 items in “Self-control/Responsibility” subscale, 8 items in “Neuroticism” subscale, and 10 items in “Openness to experience”, totally 44 items. The 2nd, 6th, 8th, 9th, 12th, 18th, 21st, 23rd, 24th, 27th, 21st, 34th, 41st, and 43rd items are graded inversely (John and Srivastava, 1999).

The adaptation of scale into Turkish was performed by Sümer and Sümer (2005) within the scope of a study carried out on self-description profiles and patterns in 56 countries (Schmitt, Allik, McCrae and Benet-Martinez, 2007). The Cronbach’s Alpha coefficients of the scale were reported to vary between .66 and .77 by Sümer, Lajunen and Özkân (2005).

The adaptation of scale into Turkish was performed by Sümer and Sümer (2005) within the scope of a study carried out on self-description profiles and patterns in 56 countries (Schmitt, Allik, McCrae and Benet-Martinez, 2007). The Cronbach’s Alpha coefficients of the scale were reported to vary between .66 and .77 by Sümer, Lajunen and Özkân (2005).

The reason for choosing Five-Factor Inventory for this study is that its reliability and validity were shown from intercultural aspect. In mentioned study, the Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient values of this scale were calculated to be .79, .77, .76, .70 and .78, in terms of
neuroticism, extroversion, openness for improvement, a adaptability, and self-control, respectively (Schmitt et al., 2007).

John and Srivastava (1999) have reported the Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient of this inventory to vary between .75 and .90, as well as these coefficients were found to vary between .80 and .90 in measurements performed 3 months later. On the other hand, Fossati, Borroni, Marchione and Maffei (2011) have reported the Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient to vary between .77 and .81, as well as it varied between .75 and .86 in re-test reliability results found 2 months later.

RESULTS

In this section, the ANOVA and MANOVA findings obtained from statistical analyses are presented. For this purpose, the total scores of subscales of Five-Factor Inventory filled by the adolescents were calculated, and X and SS values of each of the subscales were computed. Then, the adolescents’ time of using social networks and Five-Factor Inventory were subjected to ANOVA, while the purpose of using social media and social network accounts and Five-Factor Inventory were subjected to MANOVA.

1. Is there a statistically significant difference between Five-Factor personality traits by the times of using social networks and the mean scores from?

The X and SS values of Five-Factor Inventory personality traits by the adolescents’ time of using social networks are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Arithmetical Mean and Standard Deviation Values of Adolescents’ Time of Using Social Networks by Five-Factor personality Traits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time of Using Social Networks</th>
<th>Less than 1 hour</th>
<th>1-3 Hours</th>
<th>3-5 Hours</th>
<th>5-7 Hours</th>
<th>7 Hours and longer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personality Traits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tendermindedness</td>
<td>X 32.47, SS 5.12</td>
<td>X 32.16, SS 4.94</td>
<td>X 31.33, SS 5.18</td>
<td>X 31.38, SS 5.62</td>
<td>X 31.00, SS 4.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-control</td>
<td>X 32.93, SS 5.83</td>
<td>X 31.89, SS 5.48</td>
<td>X 30.58, SS 5.64</td>
<td>X 28.74, SS 4.79</td>
<td>X 28.42, SS 6.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroticism</td>
<td>X 23.34, SS 5.67</td>
<td>X 24.11, SS 5.59</td>
<td>X 24.69, SS 6.20</td>
<td>X 27.18, SS 5.32</td>
<td>X 25.55, SS 4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness for improvement</td>
<td>X 35.30, SS 5.89</td>
<td>X 35.91, SS 5.84</td>
<td>X 36.77, SS 5.82</td>
<td>X 36.29, SS 6.37</td>
<td>X 35.73, SS 5.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extroversion</td>
<td>X 26.28, SS 4.74</td>
<td>X 26.79, SS 4.72</td>
<td>X 27.61, SS 4.69</td>
<td>X 27.59, SS 4.90</td>
<td>X 27.32, SS 4.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given Table 1, it can be seen that, in tendermindedness parameter, X equals to 32.47 for “Less than 1 hour”, while X equals to 32.83 for “Less than 1 hour” in “Self-control”, to 25.55 for “5-7 Hours” in “Neuroticism” personality trait, to 36.77 for “3-5 Hours” in “Openness for improvement”, and to 27.61 for “3-5 Hours” in of “Extroversion”.

Single-factor ANOVA results regarding the mean scores in Five-Factor personality traits by the time of using social networks are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. ANOVA Results of Adolescents’ Time of Using Social Networks by Five-Factor personality Traits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personality Traits</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean of squares</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tendermindedness</td>
<td>Intergroup</td>
<td>237.741</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>59.435</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intragroup</td>
<td>25203.250</td>
<td>984</td>
<td>25.613</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>25440.991</td>
<td>988</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-control</td>
<td>Intergroup</td>
<td>1810.375</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>452.594</td>
<td>14.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intragroup</td>
<td>31524.224</td>
<td>984</td>
<td>32.037</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>33334.599</td>
<td>988</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Single factor ANOVA was implemented in order to determine if there is statistically significant difference between the Five-Factor Inventory personality traits scales' X scores in terms of the times of adolescents' time of using social networks. The results are presented in Table 2.

Given Table 2, the significant differences were found between self-control (F=14.12, p<0.5), neuroticism (F=6.69, p<0.5) and extroversion (F=2.73, p<0.5) by the duration of using social networks. In order to find the source of difference in self-control, neuroticism and extroversion subscales in terms of duration of using social networks, the Tukey test was employed. According to the result of Tukey test, the statistically significant (p<0.005) relationship in subscale of self-control between the use of social network for less than 1 hour (X=32.93), 3-5 hours (X=30.58), 5-7 hours (X= 28.74) and 7 hours and longer (X=28.42) on behalf of the use of less than 1 hour. Between 1-3 hours (X=31.89), 5-7 hours (X=28.74) and 7 hours and longer (X= 28.42) use of social network, statistically significant difference was found on behalf of social network use for 1-3 hours (p<.005). In neuroticism subscale, the statistically significant (p<.005) difference on behalf of use for less than 1 hour was found between social network use for less than 1 hour (X=23.34), 5-7 hours (X=27.18) and 7 hours and longer (X=25.55). Between 1-3 hours (X=24.11) and 5-7 hours (X= 27.18) use of social network, a statistically significant relationship against the use for 1-3 hours (p<.005) was found. Between 3-5 hours (X=24.69) and 5-7 hours (X= 27.18) use of social network, statistically significant relationship against the use for 3-5 hours was found (p<.005). In extroversion subscale, the statistically significant difference (p<.005) against the use of social network for less than 1 hour was found between the uses for less than 1 hour (X=26.28) and 3-5 hours (X=27.61).

2. Is There Statistically Significant Difference between Mean Scores of Five-Factor Inventory by the Purposes for Using Social Networks?

The results of MANOVA, which was applied to Five-Factor Inventory of adolescents, indicate differences in purposes of finding new friends (Wilks Lambda=.989, F(1, 987)=2.10, p<0.5), chatting online (Wilks Lambda=.959, F(1, 987)=8.30, p<0.5), sharing photos (Wilks Lambda=.955, F(1, 987)=9.24, p<0.5), commenting (Wilks Lambda=.976, F(1, 987)=4.77, p<0.5), accessing to the information (Wilks Lambda=.979, F(1, 987)=4.31, p<0.5), sharing videos (Wilks Lambda=.988, F(1, 987)=2.47, p<0.5), sharing news (Wilks Lambda=.982, F(1, 987)=3.56, p<0.5), playing games (Wilks Lambda=.962, F(1, 987)=7.82, p<0.5), communicating with friends (Wilks Lambda=.984, F(1, 987)=3.11, p<0.5), checking what friends are doing (Wilks Lambda=.934, F(1, 987)=13.87, p<0.5), and recreation (Wilks Lambda=.957, F(1, 987)=8.82, p<0.5) by the Five-Factor Inventory personality traits scale. These findings indicate that the scores to be obtained from the linear element consisting of Five-Factor personality traits of adolescent vary depending on the purpose of using social network. The results of one-way MANOVA applied to the mean and standard deviation values of adolescents’ Five-Factor personality traits are presented in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personality Trait</th>
<th>Intergroup</th>
<th>Intragroup</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neuroticism</td>
<td>861.022</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>215.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31643.184</td>
<td>984</td>
<td>32.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32504.206</td>
<td>988</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness for improvement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intergroup</td>
<td>253.102</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>63.276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34177.885</td>
<td>984</td>
<td>34.734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34430.987</td>
<td>988</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extroversion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intergroup</td>
<td>245.936</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>61.484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22143.362</td>
<td>984</td>
<td>22.503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22389.298</td>
<td>988</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3

Mean Scores, Standard Deviation and MANOVA Results of Adolescents' Purpose for Using Social Network by Five-Factor personality Traits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personality Traits</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Tendermindedness</th>
<th>Self-control</th>
<th>Neuroticism</th>
<th>Openness for improvement</th>
<th>Extroversion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finding</td>
<td>Y 181</td>
<td>N 808</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>.210</td>
<td>24.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Friends</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.013*</td>
<td>35.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatting Online</td>
<td>Y 509</td>
<td>N 480</td>
<td>32.00</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>.001*</td>
<td>24.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing Photos</td>
<td>Y 390</td>
<td>N 599</td>
<td>31.98</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>.951</td>
<td>23.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commenting</td>
<td>Y 197</td>
<td>N 792</td>
<td>31.97</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.945</td>
<td>30.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting Informa.</td>
<td>Y 622</td>
<td>N 367</td>
<td>32.15</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>.214</td>
<td>31.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing Videos</td>
<td>Y 157</td>
<td>N 832</td>
<td>31.89</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>.071</td>
<td>.790</td>
<td>30.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing News</td>
<td>Y 151</td>
<td>N 838</td>
<td>32.29</td>
<td>5.01</td>
<td>.600</td>
<td>.439</td>
<td>31.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playing Games</td>
<td>Y 334</td>
<td>N 655</td>
<td>32.11</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>.281</td>
<td>.596</td>
<td>30.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating</td>
<td>Y 626</td>
<td>N 363</td>
<td>32.25</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>.439</td>
<td>.036*</td>
<td>31.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checking What</td>
<td>Y 310</td>
<td>N 679</td>
<td>30.90</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>21.41</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td>30.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends Do</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td>25.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation</td>
<td>Y 594</td>
<td>N 395</td>
<td>31.88</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>.696</td>
<td>.404</td>
<td>30.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: MANOVA results presented as F, p values in the table. All MANOVA results shown are significant at the .05 level (p < .05).
Given Table 3, it can be seen that the adolescents’ preference regarding finding new friends statistically significantly vary between arithmetical mean scores of self-control ($F=6.13, p<.05$) subscale. The preferences regarding chatting online statistically significantly vary between arithmetical mean scores from tendermindedness ($F=1.57, p<.05$), self-control ($F=9.22, p<.05$) and extroversion ($F=21.14, p<.05$) subscales. The preferences regarding sharing photos statistically significantly vary between arithmetical mean scores from neuroticism ($F=18.46, p<.05$) and extroversion ($F=20.70, p<.05$) subscales. The preferences regarding commenting statistically significantly vary between arithmetical mean scores from self-control ($F=8.66, p<.05$) and extroversion ($F=10.42, p<.05$) subscales. The preferences regarding accessing to information statistically significantly vary between arithmetical mean scores from self-control ($F=5.95, p<.05$), openness for improvement ($F=16.59, p<.05$) and extroversion ($F=5.19, p<.05$) subscales. The preferences regarding sharing video statistically significantly vary between arithmetical mean scores from self-control ($F=5.71, p<.05$) and extroversion ($F=4.55, p<.05$) subscales. The preferences regarding communicating with friends statistically significantly vary between arithmetical mean scores from tendermindedness ($F=4.39, p<.05$) and extroversion ($F=6.61, p<.05$) subscales. The preferences regarding checking what the friends do statistically significantly vary between arithmetical mean scores from self-control ($F=30.20, p<.05$), neuroticism ($F=25.20, p<.05$) and extroversion ($F=27.70, p<.05$) subscales. The preferences regarding the recreation statistically significantly vary between arithmetical mean scores from self-control ($F=30.20, p<.05$), neuroticism ($F=6.15, p<.05$) and extroversion ($F=2.24, p<.05$) subscales.

Considering the source of differences seen between the adolescents’ purposes of using social network by the scores from Five-Factor personality traits scale, it can be seen that mean score of those using social network for finding new friends from subscale of self-control ($X=30.62$) was lower than that of those not using for that purpose ($X=31.80$). Of those using the social network for chatting online, the mean score from subscale of tendermindedness ($X=32.00$) was higher than that of those not using for that purpose ($X=31.99$). Of those using the social network for chatting online, the mean score from subscale of self-control ($X=31.05$) was lower than that of those not using for this purpose ($X=32.16$). Of those using the social network for chatting online, the mean score from subscale of extroversion ($X=27.53$) was higher than that of those not using for that purpose ($X=26.14$).

The mean score of those using the social network for sharing photos from subscale of neuroticism ($X=25.20$) was higher than that of those of not using for this purpose ($X=23.61$). On the other hand, the mean score of those using the social network for sharing photos from subscale of extroversion ($X=27.70$) was higher than that of those of not using for this purpose ($X=26.31$). The mean score of those using the social network for commenting from subscale of self-control ($X=30.50$) was determined to be lower than that of those of not using for this purpose ($X=31.86$). The mean score of those using the social network for commenting from the subscale of extroversion ($X=27.83$) was found to be higher than that of those of not using for this purpose ($X=26.61$). The mean score of those using the social network for accessing to the information from subscale of self-control ($X=31.93$) was higher than that of those of not using for this purpose ($X=31.00$). The mean score of those using the social network for accessing to the information from the openness for improvement ($X=36.18$) subscale was lower than that of those of not using for this purpose ($X=36.47$). The mean score of those using the social network for accessing to the information from of extroversion ($X=27.12$) subscale was higher than that of those of not using for this purpose ($X=26.41$).

The mean score of those using the social network for sharing video from subscale of self-control ($X=30.57$) was calculated to be lower than that of those of not using for this purpose.
The mean score of those using the social network for sharing video from subscale of extraversion (X=27.60) was found to be higher than that of those of not using for this purpose (X=26.72). The mean score of those using the social network for sharing news from subscale of openness for improvement (X=37.31) was higher than that of those of not using for this purpose (X=35.63). The mean score of those using the social network for sharing news from subscale of extraversion (X=26.63) was calculated to be lower than that of those of not using for this purpose (X=28.09). The mean score of those using the social network for playing game from subscale of self-control (X=30.89) was determined to be lower than that of those of not using for this purpose (X=31.94). The mean score of those using the social network for playing game from subscale of neuroticism (X=23.18) was found to be lower than that of those of not using for this purpose (X=24.77).

The mean score of those using the social network for communicating with friends from subscale of tendermindedness (X=32.25) was higher than that of those of not using for this purpose (X=31.55). The mean score of those using the social network for communicating with friends from subscale of extraversion (X=27.15) was found to be higher than that of those of not using for this purpose (X=26.35). The mean score of those using the social network for checking what the friends do from subscale of tendermindedness (X=30.90) was found to be lower than that of those of not using for this purpose (X=32.49). The mean score of those using the social network for checking what the friends do from the neuroticism (X=25.66) subscale was determined to be higher than that of those of not using for this purpose (X=23.58). The mean score of those using the social network for checking what the friends do from subscale of extraversion (X=27.64) was higher than that of those of not using for this purpose (X=26.50). The mean score of those using the social network for recreation from the subscale of self-control (X=30.77) was lower than that of those of not using for this purpose (X=32.82). The mean score of those using the social network for recreation from neuroticism (X=24.60) subscale was higher than that of those of not using for this purpose (X=23.68). The mean score of those using the social network for recreation from the subscale of extraversion (X=27.17) was higher than that of those of not using for this purpose (X=26.40).

3. Is There Statistically Significant Difference between Mean Scores from Five-Factor Personal Traits by the Social Media Accounts used?

The results of MANOVA, which was applied to Five-Factor Inventory of adolescents, indicate differences in Facebook (Wilks Lambda=.990, F(1, 987)=1.90, p<0.5), Twitter (Wilks Lambda=.966, F(1, 987)=6.94, p<0.5), Google + (Wilks Lambda=.979, F(1, 987)=4.31, p<0.5), YouTube (Wilks Lambda=.966, F(1, 987)=6.87, p<0.5), Instagram (Wilks Lambda=.931, F(1, 987)=14.56, p<0.5), Foursquare (Wilks Lambda=.958, F(1, 987)=8.52, p<0.5), Vine (Wilks Lambda=.946, F(1, 987)=11.29, p<0.5), BlogSpot (Wilks Lambda=.992, F(1, 987)=1.63, p<0.5), Tumblr (Wilks Lambda=.966, F(1, 987)=6.88, p<0.5), Pinterest (Wilks Lambda=.980, F(1, 987)=3.97, p<0.5), Skype (Wilks Lambda=.957, F(1, 987)=8.77, p<0.5), and WhatsApp (Wilks Lambda=.964, F(1, 987)=7.31, p<0.5) accounts by the Five-Factor personality traits scale. This finding indicates that the scores to be obtained from the linear elements consisting of adolescent’s Five-Factor personal traits vary depending on the social network accounts. The results of one-way MANOVA applied to the mean and standard deviation values of adolescents’ Five-Factor personality traits according to the social network accounts are presented in Table 4.
Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personality Traits</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Tendemindedness</th>
<th>Self-control</th>
<th>Neuroticism</th>
<th>Openness for improvement</th>
<th>Extroversion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Networks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>Y 757</td>
<td>32.10</td>
<td>3.169</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>36.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N 232</td>
<td>31.62</td>
<td>3.616</td>
<td>6.07</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>35.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Y 342</td>
<td>31.49</td>
<td>3.189</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>0.024*</td>
<td>30.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N 647</td>
<td>32.26</td>
<td>3.511</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>10.03</td>
<td>24.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google +</td>
<td>Y 574</td>
<td>32.23</td>
<td>3.147</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>30.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N 415</td>
<td>31.66</td>
<td>3.493</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>24.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>Y 573</td>
<td>32.03</td>
<td>3.523</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>31.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N 416</td>
<td>31.94</td>
<td>3.485</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td>31.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>Y 585</td>
<td>31.88</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>31.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N 404</td>
<td>32.15</td>
<td>1.107</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>8.44</td>
<td>32.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foursquare</td>
<td>Y 90</td>
<td>30.73</td>
<td>0.013*</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>6.17</td>
<td>28.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N 899</td>
<td>32.12</td>
<td>0.018*</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>16.46</td>
<td>31.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vine</td>
<td>Y 212</td>
<td>31.26</td>
<td>0.044*</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>30.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N 777</td>
<td>32.19</td>
<td>0.018*</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>16.46</td>
<td>31.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlogSpot</td>
<td>Y 45</td>
<td>30.51</td>
<td>0.020*</td>
<td>6.17</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>29.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N 944</td>
<td>32.06</td>
<td>0.044*</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>31.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumblr</td>
<td>Y 160</td>
<td>31.14</td>
<td>0.020*</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>30.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N 829</td>
<td>32.16</td>
<td>0.020*</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>31.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinterest</td>
<td>Y 35</td>
<td>31.31</td>
<td>0.056*</td>
<td>5.97</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>27.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N 954</td>
<td>32.02</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>30.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skype</td>
<td>Y 313</td>
<td>32.03</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>30.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N 676</td>
<td>31.97</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>9.94</td>
<td>31.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WhatsApp</td>
<td>Y 722</td>
<td>31.95</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>0.695</td>
<td>31.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N 267</td>
<td>32.10</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>7.85</td>
<td>32.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given Table 4, the preferences of adolescents regarding the use of Facebook varies significantly between arithmetical mean scores of neuroticism (F=4.41, p<.05) subscale. The preferences regarding the use of Twitter significantly varied between arithmetical mean scores of tendermindedness (F=5.09, p<.05), self-control (F=10.03, p<.05), openness for improvement (F=11.88, p<.05) and extroversion (F=8.76, p<.05) subscales. The preferences regarding the use of Google+ significantly varied between arithmetical mean scores of openness for improvement (F=10.70, p<.05) subscale, while those about the use of YouTube significantly varied between arithmetical mean scores of self-control (F=7.31, p<.05), openness for improvement (F=13.54, p<.05) and extroversion (F=7.50, p<.05) subscales. The preferences of users about the use of Instagram significantly varied between arithmetical mean scores of self-control (F=7.44, p<.05), neuroticism (F=11.79, p<.05), openness for improvement (F=19.22, p<.05) and extroversion (F=40.90, p<.05) subscales. While the preferences of users regarding the use of Foursquare significantly varied between arithmetical mean scores of tendermindedness (F=6.17, p<.05), self-control (F=24.19, p<.05), neuroticism (F=5.05, p<.05) and extroversion (F=12.00, p<.05) subscales, those about the use of Vine significantly varied between arithmetical mean scores of tendermindedness (F=5.58, p<.05), self-control (F=16.46, p<.05), openness for improvement (F=16.20, p<.05) and extroversion (F=16.70, p<.05) subscales. The preferences about the use of BlogSpot significantly varied between arithmetical mean scores of tendermindedness (F=4.05, p<.05) and self-control (F=5.45, p<.05) subscales, while those about the use of Tumblr significantly varied between arithmetical mean scores of tendermindedness (F=5.42, p<.05), self-control (F=5.75, p<.05), openness for improvement (F=16.26, p<.05) and extroversion (F=8.16, p<.05) subscales. While the preferences of users regarding the use of Pinterest significantly varied between arithmetical mean scores of self-control (F=15.70, p<.05) and openness for improvement (F=1.03, p<.05) subscales, those regarding the use of Skype significantly varied between arithmetical mean scores of self-control (F=9.94, p<.05), openness for improvement (F=9.53, p<.05) and extroversion (F=16.66, p<.05) subscales. And, finally, the preferences of users about the use of WhatsApp significantly also varied between arithmetical mean scores of self-control (F=7.85, p<.05), openness for improvement (F=10.96, p<.05) and extroversion (F=15.80, p<.05) subscales.

Considering the source of difference between the social network accounts of adolescents depending on their scores from Five-Factor personality trait scale, the mean score of those using Facebook from the subscale of neuroticism subscale (X=24.02) was lower than that of those not using (X=24.93). The mean score of those using Twitter from subscale of tendermindedness (X=31.49) was lower than that of those not using (X=32.26). The mean score of those using Twitter from subscale of self-control (X=30.79) was lower than that of those not using (X=32.01), while the mean score of those using Twitter from the subscale of openness for improvement (X=36.77) was higher than that of those not using (X=35.42). The mean score of those using Twitter from subscale of extroversion (X=27.47) was higher than that of those not using (X=26.53), while the mean score of those using Google+ from the subscale of openness for improvement (X=36.40) was higher than that of those not using (X=35.17). The mean score of those using YouTube from subscale of self-control (X=31.16) was lower than that of those not using (X=32.17). The mean score of those using YouTube from subscale of openness for improvement (X=36.47) was higher than that of those not using (X=35.08), while the mean score of those using YouTube from subscale of extroversion (X=27.21) was higher than that of those not using (X=26.37).

The mean score of those using Instagram from subscale of self-control (X=31.17) was lower than that of those not using (X=32.19). The mean score of those using Instagram from subscale of openness for improvement (X=36.56) was higher than that of those not using (X=34.90). The mean score of those using Instagram from subscale of
extroversion (X=27.65) was higher than that of those not using (X=25.72). The mean score of those using Foursquare from subscale of tendermindedness (X=30.73) was lower than that of those not using (X=32.12). The mean score of those using Foursquare from subscale of self-control (X=28.75) was lower than that of those not using (X=31.87). The mean score of those using Foursquare from subscale of neuroticism (X=25.53) was higher than that of those not using (X=24.11). The mean score of those using Foursquare from subscale of extroversion (X=28.51) was higher than that of those not using (X=26.69). The mean score of those using Vine from subscale of tendermindedness (X=31.26) was lower than that of those not using (X=32.19). The mean score of those using Vine from subscale of self-control (X=30.16) was lower than that of those not using (X=31.98). The mean score of those using Vine from subscale of openness for improvement (X=37.32) was higher than that of those not using (X=35.49). The mean score of those using Vine from subscale of extroversion (X=28.03) was higher than that of those not using (X=26.54).

The mean score of those using BlogSpot from subscale of tendermindedness (X=30.51) was lower than that of those not using (X=32.06). The mean score of those using BlogSpot from subscale of self-control (X=29.62) was lower than that of those not using (X=31.68). The mean score of those using Tumblr from subscale of tendermindedness (X=31.14) was lower than that of those not using (X=32.16). The mean score of those using Tumblr from subscale of self-control (X=30.58) was lower than that of those not using (X=31.78). The mean score of those using Tumblr from subscale of openness for improvement (X=37.60) was higher than that of those not using (X=35.55). The mean score of those using Tumblr from subscale of extroversion (X=27.84) was higher than that of those not using (X=26.67). The mean score of those using Pinterest from subscale of self-control (X=27.80) was lower than that of those not using (X=31.73). The mean score of those using Pinterest from subscale of openness for improvement (X=36.88) was higher than that of those not using (X=35.85). The mean score of those using Skype from subscale of self-control (X=30.74) was lower than that of those not using (X=31.98). The mean score of those using Skype from subscale of openness for improvement (X=36.73) was higher than that of those not using (X=35.49). The mean score of those using Skype from subscale of extroversion (X=27.76) was higher than that of those not using (X=26.44). The mean score of those using WhatsApp from subscale of self-control (X=31.27) was lower than that of those not using (X=32.44). The mean score of those using WhatsApp from subscale of openness for improvement (X=36.26) was higher than that of those not using (X=34.87). The mean score of those using WhatsApp from subscale of extroversion (X=27.22) was higher than that of those not using (X=25.88).

**DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATIONS**

In this section, the discussion and interpretations on the findings obtained from this study, where the relation between adolescents’ use of social networks and their Five-Factor personality traits is examined, are presented in parallel with the sub-objectives.

1. **Discussion and Interpretation on if there is Significant Difference between Mean Durations of Using Social Networks by the Five-Factor personality Traits**

Considering if there is any statistically significant difference between the mean scores in Five-Factor personality trait scales by the durations of adolescents’ use of social network, significant differences were found between the mean scores in Five-Factor personality trait scale by the durations of use of social network.

While statistically significant difference was found between hours of using social networks and subscales of self-control, neuroticism and extroversion, no statistically significant difference was determined in sub-dimensions of tendermindedness and openness for improvement.
Statistically significant difference was found between durations of using the social networks and neuroticism sub-dimension of Five-Factor personality traits. There is a positive relation between the personality trait of “neuroticism” and the duration of using social network. It was observed that the neuroticism trait of adolescents spending more time in using social networks were higher. When compared to other adolescents, those spending more time in social networks can be described as anxious, depressed, distressful, and distrustful. Subrahmanyan et al. (2008) have reported that 54% of the users spend more than 1 hour in social networks, while Kim and Davis (2009) reported that 68.9% of the users spend more than 1 hour a day in social networks. The Council of Internet in Ministry of Transportation (2011) has emphasized that 66% of the users spend time for at least once a day and this duration is 72 minutes. Correa et al. (2010) have reported positive correlation of use of social media with extroversion and openness for improvement, and negative correlation with neuroticism. Wehrli (2008) has asserted that extroversion play significant role in establishing network-based connections.

Statistically significant difference was found between durations of using the social networks and extroversion sub-dimensions of Five-Factor personality traits. There is a positive relation between the personality trait of extroversion and hours spent in social networks. It was observed that the extroversion trait of adolescents spending more time in using social networks were higher. When compared to other adolescents, those spending more time in social networks can be described as more social, vivid, enthusiastic, and sociable. In this study, it was determined that the adolescents having higher level of extroversion spend more time in social networks. This finding is in corroboration with those of Wehrli (2008) and Correa et al. (2010). The extroversion persons are social, talkative, assertive, and active. Because of these traits of extroversion persons, they might be thought to spend more time on social networks. These individuals tend to spend more time outside their social environments when compared to other individuals. Social networks might be providing them with an appropriate medium for using this trait of them.

Statistically significant difference was found between durations of using the social networks and self-control sub-dimension of Five-Factor personality traits. There is a negative relation between self-control trait and hours spent on social networks. As the level of self-control increases, then the hours spent in using social networks decrease. No study finding in literature could be found in relation with this finding. The persons having high level of self-control are careful/attentive, responsible, and consistent. It may be asserted that they are more selective because of this personality trait of them. For this reason, it may cause a decrease in hours spent on social networks.

Statistically significant difference was found between durations of using the social networks and tendermindedness sub-dimension of Five-Factor personality traits. Given the studies in literature, no relationship was found between tendermindedness and hours spent on social media. (Correa et al., 2010; Hughes et al., 2011; Ross et al., 2009).

Statistically significant difference was found between durations of using the social networks and openness for improvement sub-dimension of Five-Factor personality traits. But, Dal and Dal (2014) have reported that the mean durations of using social networking sites increased as the mean scores of openness for improvement increased.

2. Discussion and Interpretation on if there is Significant Difference between Mean Scores from Five-Factor personality Traits Scale by the Purposes of Using Social Networks

Considering if there is any statistically significant difference between the mean scores in Five-Factor personality trait scale by the purposes of adolescents’ for using the social networks, significant differences were found between the mean scores in Five-Factor personality trait scale by the purposes for using the social networks.

In social media use of adolescents, significant differences were found between the purpose of “having new friends” and self-control trait. Negative relationship was found between the self-
control personality trait of adolescents using social media for finding new friends and their self-control trait. In literature, Şener (2009) has emphasized that Facebook is being used for developing the existing friendships, rather than having new ones. This study is in corroboration with that of Şener. Bonetti, Campbell and Gilmore (2010) have concluded that the adolescents experiencing loneliness preferred virtual communication in Internet over face-to-face communication for meeting new peoples.

According to the findings of present study, reactive persons, who are impatient and careless and behaving without thinking, are more enthusiastic about having new friends, when compared to individuals behaving consideringly.

The statistically significant difference was found between the purpose of “online chatting” and the tendermindedness, self-control and extroversion personality traits. Positive relationship was found between tendermindedness and self-control personality traits of adolescents using social media for chatting online. In study of Deniz (2012), it was reported that chatting is a very common objective in social media. The individuals being enthusiastic about chatting online are likely to be prudent, self-controlled, and objective-oriented. The persons having high level of self-control do not consider the online chat as a threat. On the other hand, the tenderminded persons are more likely to be trustful, helpful, and honest. The tenderminded persons can maintain the online chat, because they are likely to exhibit higher level of adaptation/obedience. Negative relationship was found with personality trait of extroversion. Extroversive persons are self-confident, dominant, and active individuals. Because of these traits of them, they can be thought to prefer face-to-face conversation over online chatting.

The statistically significant difference was found between the purpose of “sharing photos” and the personality traits of neuroticism and extroversion. Among the adolescents using the social media for sharing photos, negative relationship was found between personality traits of neuroticism and extroversion. The depressive, distressed, and emotionally reactive (among the sub-dimensions of neuroticism) persons were observed to share less photos. In literature, it has been reported that neurotic individuals are more prone to receive/send comment during using the “wall” feature of Facebook, while those having low level of neuroticism send more photos (Ross, Orr, Sisic, Arsenault, Simmering and Orr 2009). In another study, it has been concluded that, on the contrary with previous findings, the neurotic individuals are prone to share more photos (Amichai-Hamburger and Vinitzky, 2010). The reason for this action might be that these persons may believe that sharing fewer photos might bring less likes or their posts would be liked by less people when they post fewer photos. Wang, Jackson, Zhang and Su (2012) have showed that extroversion is in positive relation with sharing one’s own photos on social media. Wang et al., in their study, have emphasized that there was a negative relationship with extroversion among the adolescents using the social network sites for sharing photos. Extroversive individuals are enthusiastic, social, happy, and talkative persons. Extroversive adolescents may not prefer sharing photos since they may not consider it as a social activity. Gosling et al. (2011) have determined a positive relationship between the number of photos shared and added and the scores of openness for improvement. In this study, no relationship was determined between sharing photos in social media and openness for improvement among the adolescent population.

The statistically significant difference was found between the purpose of “commenting” and the self-control and extroversion. While, among the adolescents using social media for commenting, positive relationship was found with self-control, negative relationship was found with extroversion. Buckner, Castille and Sheets (2012) have stated that commenting on social networking sites is positively related with self-control. The findings of present study are in corroboration with these results. Self-control requires inner discipline; self-controlled persons know their social limits. Thus, since they know how to speak to whom, they may not hesitate from commenting in social media. Wang et al. (2012) have concluded that extroversion is positively relationship with commenting in social networking sites. On contrary with the study of Wang et al.,
it was found in present study that, among the adolescents using social media for commenting, there is a negative relationship with extroversion. Extroverted adolescents may not prefer commenting since they don’t consider it as a social activity.

The statistically significant difference was found between the purpose of “getting the information” and the self-control, openness for improvement and extroversion traits. Among the adolescents using the social media for accessing the information, there is negative relationship with self-control and extroversion traits and positive relationship with openness for improvement. Karaduman and Kurt (2010) have revealed that one of the purposes of using social media is to achieve the source of information. As a reason for negative relation with self-control trait of adolescents using the social media for getting the information, the fact that they are less prudent, rigorous and self-controlling persons may play significant role. Openness for improvement of the adolescents using the social media for getting the information was found to be in positive relationship. The developmentally-open persons are those with wide interests, being open to new ideas and being eager to accept other opinions. The persons, who are open to development, are open to new ideas, and thus they can use the social media for accessing to the information. Negative relationship was found with extroversion trait of adolescents using the social media for accessing to the knowledge. Extroversion persons are social and active individuals and, thus, they may prefer learning by sharing or learning from outer world.

The statistically significant difference was found between the purpose of “sharing video” and self-control and extroversion personality traits. Among the adolescents using the social media for sharing videos, positive relationship was found with self-control trait, while negative relationship was found with extroversion trait. Bat and Vural (2010) have concluded that the follow is at high level in social networking sites but sharing video is not as valuable as being followed. As a reason for that, they have expressed that majority of the users of such sites may be passive followers, that they may avoid from sharing videos that do not belong to them, or that they use those sites for personal satisfaction. Self-control trait of the adolescents using the social media for sharing videos was found to be in positive relationship. Self-controlled adolescents may use the social media as a platform for expressing their interests and skills by sharing videos. On the other hand, the extroversion trait of adolescents using the social media for sharing video was found to be in negative relationship. Extroverted adolescents may prefer being involved in others’ videos or being the one shooting the video over sharing the videos.

The statistically significant difference was found between the purpose of “sharing news” and the openness for improvement and extroversion traits. Among the adolescents using the social media for sharing the news, negative relationship was found with openness for improvement, while positive relationship was determined with extroversion. Since the open-to-development adolescents are untraditional, original, unique, and open to new ideas and have high level of imaginary power, they may prefer sharing their own articles or news over sharing those of others. There is positive relationship with extroversion trait of adolescents using the social media for sharing the news. When compared to others, the extroversion adolescents might want to share news for first time since they have the characteristics of leadership, enthusiasm, and dominance.

The statistically significant difference was found between the purpose of “playing games” and the self-control and neuroticism traits. There is positive relationship with self-control and neuroticism traits of adolescents using the social media for playing games. The games improve the students’ thinking skills, patience, tenacity, memory, and imaginary power (Mumtaz, 2001). Because of their ability to commit a task and being patient despite of being bored, the self-controlled individuals may spend hours in playing games. The persons having neuroticism trait are depressive, anxious, and depressed. The adolescents having these characteristics but playing games may be more addicted than other adolescents. This may result in being more anxious and depressive as the addiction develops. Wang et al. (2012) have determined that extroversion is negatively related with
playing games in social networking sites. In this study, no relationship was found between playing game and extroversion trait.

The statistically significant difference was found between the purpose of “communicating with friends” and tendermindedness and extroversion traits. There is negative relationship with tendermindedness and extroversion traits of adolescents using the social media for communicating with friends. Most of the adolescents use the Internet for communicating with their friends (Gross, 2004). Young individuals use Internet also for communicating with strangers (Subrahmanyam and Greenfield, 2008; Valkenburg and Peter, 2007). Establishing with strangers may allow the adolescent to experience the sense of belonging. The alone, depressive, and anxious individuals were found to feel themselves less bounded in Internet, which they mainly use for emotional support, meeting with new people, and communicating with others. Moreover, these individuals generally prefer online communication and find the Internet communication to be sincerer and more supportive (Valkenburg and Peter, 2007).

In this study, the findings differing from those of others were obtained. Since the tenderminded individuals have well-natured characteristics, they can establish connection of their friends and strangers. Since they feel secure, they do not approach anybody in mistrustful manner. Thus, it can be thought that they do not hesitate from establishing communication. Besides that, there is a negative relationship with extroversion traits of adolescents using social media for communicating with friends. Extroversive adolescents are social individuals. They can establish connection whenever possible.

The statistically significant difference was found between the purpose of “checking what friends do” and the traits of tendermindedness, self-control, neuroticism and extroversion. Among the adolescents using the social media for checking what the friends do, there is positive relationship with tendermindedness and self-control traits, while negative relationships were found with neuroticism and extroversion traits. The tenderminded individuals may check their friends because they wonder what his/her friends are doing, since they are soft-hearted and well-natured persons. Self-controlled individuals behave responsibly; they may check for protecting their friends. Neurotic adolescents may feel more stressed and anxious when they follow other adolescents and see that they are happy and social. Extroversive adolescents seek for more individual interaction in more frequent manner, thus they may not need to check.

The statistically significant difference was found between the purpose of “recreation” and the self-control, neuroticism and extroversion traits. Among the adolescents using the social media for recreational purposes, there is positive relationship with self-control, while negative relationship was found with neuroticism and extroversion. Ök (2013) have determined that one of factors playing significant role in use of social media is to spend time. Bat and Vural (2010) have revealed that the students use social media most frequently for spending time. Şener (2009) has reported that one of two functions ensuring highest level of use of Facebook is the spare time activities. Self-controlled persons are responsible individuals, and they can use social media efficiently. Since neurotic adolescents using social media as a spared time activity spend their free time on social media, their anxiousness level may rise when they recognized the elapsed-time.

3. Discussion and Interpretation on if there is Significant Difference between Mean Scores from Five-Factor personality Traits Scale by the Social Media Accounts being used

Considering if there is any statistically significant difference between the mean scores in Five-Factor personality trait scale by the social media accounts being used, significant differences were found between the mean scores in Five-Factor personality trait scale by the social media accounts.

Significant difference and positive relation were found between neuroticism and Facebook, among the social media accounts used by adolescents.

The relationship of neurotic personality with the use of Facebook has been examined by many researchers. The first studies examining the relationship of neuroticism with the use of social
networking sites revealed that the neurotic individuals use social networks relatively less (Amichai-Hamburger, Wainapel and Fox, 2002; Amiel and Sargent, 2004). But, the studies in recent years showed that neurotics (Wehrli, 2008) and the persons having the characteristics of anxiousness and depressiveness, among the indicators of neuroticism, (Correa et al., 2010) spend more time in social network sites, especially in Facebook (Amichai-Hamburger and Vinitzky, 2010; Ross et al., 2009). This corroborates with the results of present study. When compared to other adolescents, the neurotic adolescents can be said to remove their sense of loneliness and decrease their level of anxiousness by using Facebook.

No relationship was found between the use of Facebook and the extroversion trait. One of the personality traits, relations of using Facebook with which have been examined at most, is the extroversion. Given the studies in literature, it can be seen that having the personality trait of extroversion was found to be positively related with the use of social networking sites (Correa et al., 2010; Wehrli, 2008). The extroverted individuals were found to spend more time in social networking sites (Wilson, Fornasier and White, 2010), to be a member of higher number of groups in Facebook and to have more friends (Ong, Ang, Ho, Lim, Goh, and Lee 2011). Even if Facebook is not considered an alternative to face-to-face conversation for extroverted persons (Amiel and Sargent, 2004), it can be seen that these individuals communicate with more people, announce higher number of events, and share more photos (Correa et al. 2010). Furthermore, it was also found that the extroverted individuals share more information (Wilson et al., 2010) and status updates (Amichai-Hamburger and Vinitzky, 2010) about themselves.

No relationship was found between adolescents’ use of Facebook and self-control trait. It can be seen that personality trait of self-control has been widely examined in studies carried out on Facebook. In studies, where the relationship of self-control with the use of Internet and social networking sites was examined, it was found that those individuals used Internet and social media relatively less (Butt and Phillips, 2008, Ross et al., 2009). Despite that, some of the characteristics of these sites may draw attention of them. Self-controlled individuals mainly prefer direct-messaging in social networking sites and they strictly limit their personal information that can be seen by others (Muscanel and Gudagno, 2012). About the posts that they believe to be inappropriate, they significantly feel the remorse (Moore and McElroy, 2012). These individuals are seen to use social networking sites for academic purposes rather than spending free time and entertainment (McElroy, Hendrickson, Townsend and DeMarie 2007).

No relationship was found between adolescents’ use of Facebook and their openness for improvement. Given the studies examining the relationship with use of Facebook, it can be seen that openness for improvement is both an important (Correa et al., 2010; Hughes et al., 2012; McElroy et al., 2007; Seidman, 2013) and unimportant (Moore and McElroy, 2012) factor for both the frequency of using Facebook. Considering from the contextual aspect, it can be seen that the individuals that are open to development do not significantly prefer messaging in Facebook but sending posts on the walls of others (Ross et al., 2009), sharing personal information and using Facebook for communicating with others (Amichai, Hamburger and Vinitzky, 2010). Besides that, by using Facebook for following what the others are doing, they maintain their interaction with real life (Carpenter, Green and LaFlam, 2011). On the other hand, there are studies reporting that open-mindedness is not an important factor for searching for information, speaking, and opening oneself in Facebook (Seidman, 2013).

No relationship was found between adolescents’ use of Facebook with their tendermindedness. The relationship of tendermindedness with the use of Facebook has been subjected to various studies. It can be seen in the findings of those studies that adaptability is not an important factor for the use of Facebook (Bachrach, Kosinski, Graepel, Kohli and Stillwell, 2012; Ross et al., 2009). But, the tenderminded users of Facebook use it for explaining personal truths and communicating rather than drawing attention or gathering information (Seidman, 2013). Moreover, while these users avoid from sharing posts with others through Facebook, they share...
relatively more posts about themselves (Moore and McElroy, 2012). Although having personality trait of tendermindedness is not an important factor for having more friends in Facebook (Amichai, Hamburger and Vinitzky, 2010), it can be seen that the friends of these individuals send positive feedbacks for their posts (Wang et al., 2012).

Statistically significant differences were found between the use of “Twitter” and tendermindedness, self-control, openness for improvement and extroversion. Negative relationship was found between the Twitter accounts and tendermindedness and self-control, while negative relationships were found with openness for improvement and extroversion. Hughes, Rowe, Batey and Lee (2012) found positive relationship between Twitter and openness for improvement and negative relationship with extroversion and self-control and nonsignificant difference with neuroticism. In study of Rowe et al., negative relationship with extroversion and no relationship with neuroticism were found, and this result is in corroboration with ours. The individuals having high level of tendermindedness can easily adapt to what the others say and want (Howard and Howard, 1998). For this reason, the tenderminded individuals may frequently use Twitter for following the thoughts and opinions shared by others.

Quercia, Kosinski, Stillwell and Crowcroft (2011) found that the Twitter users having high number of followers are more extroversive. Dal and Dal (2014) found that the openness for improvement scores of Twitter members were higher than those of individuals, who have no Twitter membership. The results of other studies are not in corroboration with our findings. In this study, negative relationship was found between use of Twitter and openness for improvement and extroversion. Extroversion is related with the number of people around persons and the individual’s mood and relationship quality in a group. The level of extroversion of an individual feeling comfortable and enjoying being a crowded environment is high. The individuals having low level of extroversion are those being in relation with limited number of person, not enjoying being in such an environment, and feeling themselves uncomfortable in those environments (Howard and Howard, 1998). Accordingly, highly extroversive persons might not consider Twitter as a socialization tool since they prefer face-to-face socialization.

Statistically significant differences were found between the use of “Google+” and openness for improvement. There is a negative relationship between “Google+”, which is one of the social networks used by adolescents, and openness for improvement. Dal and Dal (2014) determined that the extroversion score of those having membership to Google+ was higher than that of those having no membership. The persons with personal trait of openness for improvement, who enjoy trying new things, may try using Google+ and then prefer new, different, and more efficient applications.

Statistically significant differences were found between the use of “YouTube” and self-control, openness for improvement and extroversion. There are positive relationship between “YouTube”, which is one of the social networks used by adolescents, and self-control and negative relationship with openness for improvement and extroversion.

Biel, Aran and Perez (2011) found significant relationship between the use of YouTube and the personality traits of extroversion, openness for improvement and self-control. The findings of this study are in corroboration with our results. The self-controlled individuals are tidy, self-regulated, and success-oriented persons. These individuals may use YouTube because they earn money by regularly sharing videos. The individuals, who are open for improvement, may prefer using YouTube for following what others do rather than actively using it. For extroversive persons, YouTube may not be considered as an alternative to face-to-face conversation. Dal and Dal (2014) determined the emotional balance scores of YouTube users to be higher than that of those having no YouTube membership. In present study, no relationship was found between the use of YouTube and the neuroticism.

Statistically significant differences were found between the use of “Instagram” and the personality traits of self-control, neuroticism, openness for improvement, and extroversion.
Positive relationship was found between “Instagram”, which is one of the social networks used by adolescents, and self-control, while negative relationship was found with personality traits of neuroticism, openness for improvement, and extroversion. The self-controlled individuals, who are known for being controlled and prudent, use Instagram for sharing photos in moderation. They might know that spending more time in Instagram would be waste of time. The reason for low level of use of Instagram by neurotic individuals having sceptic, anxious, and vulnerable characters may be to avoid from giving reactions such as sorrowing for nothing or making something out of nothing. Any photo or message that is shared may increase the level of anxiousness of a neurotic individual. The individuals, who are open for improvement and who appreciate interaction with others and seek for novelty in their lives, may prefer the interaction in social life. Thus, they might not prefer using social media. The extroverive individuals enjoying spending time with others and not wanting to be alone might think that Instagram constructs fake friendships. One of the reasons for less frequently using Instagram, which doesn’t establish permanent friendships, might be that it is an application that doesn’t guarantee the quality of interpersonal relationship.

Statistically significant differences were found between the use of “Foursquare” and tendermindedness, self-control, neuroticism and extroversion among the Five-Factor personality traits. Positive relationship was found between “Foursquare”, which is one of the social networks used by adolescents, and tendermindedness and self-control, while negative relationship was found with neuroticism and extroversion. There is a positive correlation between visited locations and self-control. Moreover, there is also a negative relationship with neuroticism. On the contrary with expectations, there is a positive correlation between the openness for improvement and the visited locations (Chorley, Colombo, Allen, and Whitaker, 2013). The findings of this study are not in corroborate with our findings. The tenderminded individuals use Foursquare for following the locations, which are visited by the friends at most, and for communication. Since the neurotic individuals are anxious persons, they may not want to use it, because their anxiousness level regarding the visibility of locations they visited would increase. The extroversive individuals are those directing their spiritual energy to outer world. They have friendly, sincere, open-for-change, and adaptable character. They enjoy the movement, and need for persons near them. Silence and loneliness are not appropriate for them. Since they constantly change location, they might think that posting the locations may disturb the others.

Statistically significant differences were found between the use of “Vine” and tendermindedness, self-control, openness for improvement and extroversion. Positive relationship was found between “Vine”, which is one of the social networks used by adolescents, and tendermindedness and self-control, while negative relationship was found with openness for improvement and extroversion.

Since the persons having self-control trait are those having sense of mission and not wanting to waste time, they may use Vine app because of its advantage of 6sec. videos. The tenderminded individuals having a passive structure and avoiding from arguing with others may not find sharing videos in Vine inconvenient since they are modest, sensitive, and deliberate persons. The reason for negative relationship with openness for improvement and extroversion is based on the sarcastic communications between the people in Vine community.

Statistically significant differences were found between the use of “BlogSpot” and tendermindedness and self-control. There is positive relationship between “BlogSpot”, which is one of the social networks used by adolescents, and tendermindedness and self-control. Dal and Dal (2014) determined significant differences between those having BlogSpot membership and those no membership in terms of neuroticism and openness for improvement. In this study, no relationship was found between the adolescents’ use of BlogSpot and their neuroticism and openness for improvement. Self-controlled individuals exhibiting responsible and generally deliberate behaviors can meet the tidiness and responsibility requirements of blogging more easily.
Since the tenderminded persons pay importance to social cooperation, they can reach at higher number of readers by writing blogs.

Statistically significant differences were found between the use of “Tumblr” and personality traits of tendermindedness, self-control, openness for improvement, and extroversion. “Tumblr”, which is one of the social networks used by adolescents, was found to have positive relationship with tendermindedness and self-control and negative relationship with openness for improvement and extroversion. Since Tumblr and BlogSpot are similar applications, the results regarding self-control and tendermindedness were found to be similar. Unlike BlogSpot, the Tumblr application is easier-to-use and it doesn’t require any specific attention, thus it may not be appropriate for extroversion persons and those open to improvement.

Statistically significant differences were found between the use of “Pinterest” and personality traits of self-control and openness for improvement. “Pinterest”, which is one of the social networks used by adolescents, has positive relationship with self-control and negative relationship with openness for improvement. Self-controlled individuals may prefer using Pinterest because of its user-friendly nature since it distinguishes certain categories. The persons that are open for improvement may prefer using it less frequently because of the category limitation of Pinterest.

Statistically significant differences were found between the use of “Skype” and personality traits of self-control, openness for improvement and extroversion. “Skype”, which is one of the social networks used by adolescents, was found to have positive relationship with self-control and negative relationship with extroversion and openness for improvement. The use of Skype by teachers in group studies during educational activities may allow self-controlled individuals to participate into group works. Since extroversion individuals are active in outer world, they may prefer using it less because of the deficiency of Skype in hands-free communication.

Statistically significant differences were found between the use of “WhatsApp” and personality traits of self-control, openness for improvement and extroversion. “WhatsApp”, which is one of the social networks used by adolescents, was found to be in positive relationship with self-control and negative relationship with extroversion and openness for improvement. Extroversion is very important in understanding the use of WhatsApp. When compared to others, the individuals that have been using smart phones from earlier periods use WhatsApp for longer durations (Montag, 2014). According to Sultan (2014), extroversion individuals exhibit more positive attitudes towards the use of WhatsApp. The positive correlation between the use of WhatsApp and the neuroticism was found to be very low. In study of Correa, Hinsley and Zuniga (2010), it was determined that the individuals with high level of neuroticism were found to be prone to use Facebook facilitating the communication without face-to-face conversation. Finally, negative relationship was found between the self-control and the use of WhatsApp. The results of previous studies are not in corroboration with those of present study. Self-controlled individuals may be using WhatsApp since they feel it compulsory to answer the messages sent via this application. Since messaging is a more traditional application, the individuals open for improvement may not prefer using it. Extroversion persons are enthusiastic about befriending, thus they may find WhatsApp boring.

**CONCLUSIONS and SUGGESTIONS**

There is a negative relationship between self-control and hours of using social networks. As the duration of using social networks, the self-control decreases. Besides that, no statistically significant difference was found between the openness for improvement and the tendermindedness. Duration of using social networks is positively related with neuroticism and extroversion. In other words, the extroversion and neuroticism increase as the duration of using social networks increases.
Positively significant difference was found between the self-control and the purpose of “having new friends” for adolescents’ use of social media. The purpose of “online chatting” has positive relationship with tendermindedness and self-control and negative relationship with extroversion. The purpose of “sharing photos” is negatively related with neuroticism and extroversion. Positively significant difference was found between the purpose of “commenting” and the self-control, while negatively significant difference was found with extroversion. The negatively significant difference was found between the purpose of “accessing to information” and the self-control and extroversion, while positively significant difference was found with openness for improvement. Positively significant difference was found between the purpose of “sharing video” and the self-control, while negatively significant difference was found with extroversion. Negatively significant difference was found between the purpose of “sharing news” and the openness for improvement, while positively significant difference was found with extroversion. Negatively significant difference was found between the purpose of “communicating with friends” tendermindedness and extroversion. Positively significant difference was found between the purpose of “checking what the friends do” and the tendermindedness and self-control, while negatively significant difference was found with neuroticism and extroversion. Positively significant difference was found between the purpose of “recreation” and the self-control, while negatively significant difference was found with neuroticism and extroversion.

Positively significant difference was found between “Facebook”, which is one of the social networks used by adolescents, and neuroticism. Positively significant difference was found between the use of “Twitter” and the tendermindedness and self-control, while negatively significant difference was found with extroversion and openness for improvement. Negatively significant difference was found between the use of “Google+” and the openness for improvement. Positively significant difference was found between the use of “YouTube” and the self-control, while negatively significant difference was found with extroversion and openness for improvement. Positively significant difference was found between the use of “Instagram” and the self-control, while negatively significant difference was found with extroversion and openness for improvement. Positively significant difference was found between the use of “Foursquare” and the tendermindedness and self-control, while negatively significant difference was found with extroversion and neuroticism. Positively significant difference was found between the use of “Vine” and the tendermindedness and self-control, while negatively significant difference was found with extroversion and openness for improvement. Positively significant difference was found between the use of “BlogSpot” and the tendermindedness and self-control. Positively significant difference was found between the use of “Tumbbl” and the tendermindedness and self-control, while negatively significant difference was found with extroversion and openness for improvement. Positively significant difference was found between the use of “Twitter” and the tendermindedness and self-control, while negatively significant difference was found with extroversion and openness for improvement. Positively significant difference was found between the use of “Pinterest” and the self-control, while negatively significant difference was found with openness for improvement. Positively significant difference was found between the use of “Skype” and the self-control, while negatively significant difference was found with extroversion and openness for improvement. Positively significant difference was found between the use of “WhatsApp” and the self-control, while negatively significant difference was found with openness for improvement.

This study is limited to the social networking websites that are actually being used by adolescents. Other social networking websites can be investigated in further studies. The present study was carried out on adolescent sample. The relationship of the use of social media with the Five Factor personality traits can also be investigated from the aspect of different age groups. While examining the relationship of the use of social media with the Five Factor personality traits, different parameters such as adolescents’ life satisfaction and their psychological needs can also be studied. Since this study was carried out with secondary school and elementary school students, the
difference can be revealed by implementing the tests on older individuals such as university students. As an extension of this study, the qualitative studies are needed for learning about the students’ use of social media.
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